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Abstract—The recent years have witnessed an increasing importance of machine translation systems due to the prolific production on online texts in different
disciplines and furthermore, the inability of traditional translation methods in addressing translation needs all over the world. It is even argued that training on
translation tools should be integrated into translation pedagogies and ultimately,
courses should be provided for students and professionals. In spite of the effectiveness of translation tools and systems in providing solutions in relation to different disciplines and text genres, the usability and reliability of such systems in
terms of literary texts, however, is still highly controversial. Many critics and
educators still underestimate the usefulness of the machine translation systems in
literature, which could be partially attributed to the unique nature of the language
of the literary texts. The issue has its pedagogical implications to translation instruction due to the needs to integrate emerging technologies in teaching and
learning practices. For proper use of translation technologies in educational contexts, these need to be well evaluated. For this purpose, this study evaluates the
usefulness of applying machine translation systems to literature with the purpose
of identifying the challenges that may have negative impacts on the reliability of
machine translation systems. In order to do this this, two translation systems are
selected, namely, Google Translate and Q Translate. By way of illustration, the
study is based on a corpus of two English short stories. The study is based on two
prose fiction texts. The first is J. K. Rowling’s novel Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. The second is Edgar Allan Poe’s short story The Black Cat.
Automatic translations generated by the two machine translation systems were
compared to human made Arabic translations with the purpose of identifying the
problems within these translations. Results indicate that different lexical, structural, and pragmatic errors are encountered by users which negatively impact the
reliability of these translations. Educators and translation instructors need to reflect on the challenges of machine translation systems in relation to literature.
Software developers need also to address the problems faced by users and students in the translation from and into the Arabic language.
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1

Introduction

The recent years have witnessed the increasing importance of machine translation
systems due to the prolific production on online texts in different disciplines and the
inability of traditional translation methods in addressing translation needs all over the
world [1-5]. It is even argued that translation tools and technologies should be integrated into translation pedagogies and additionally, courses should be provided for students and professionals [6-10]. In spite of the effectiveness of translation tools and systems in providing solutions in relation to different disciplines and text genres, the usability and reliability of such systems in terms of literary texts, nevertheless, is still controversial. Many critics, translators, and educators still underestimate the usefulness of
the machine translation systems in literature. They typically point to the low quality or
reliability of machine-translated literary texts [11-13]. This may be attributed to the
unique nature of the language of the literary texts. The issue has its pedagogical implications to translation instruction due to the needs to integrate emerging technologies
into teaching and consequently, learning practices [14, 15]. For accurate use of translation technologies in educational contexts, these need to be well evaluated. For this purpose, this study evaluates the usefulness of applying machine translation systems to
literature with the purpose of identifying the challenges that may have negative impacts
on the reliability of machine translation systems. In order to do this this, two translation
systems are selected. These are Google Translate and Q Translate. By way of illustration, the study is based on a corpus of two English short stories. The study is based on
two prose fiction texts. The first is J. K. Rowling’s novel Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. The second is Edgar Allan Poe’s short story The Black Cat. We are
going to evaluate these translations by comparing them to our translation and other human made translation. Machine/ automatic translations generated by the three machine
translation systems will be compared to human made translations with the purpose of
identifying the problems within these translations.

2

Literature Review

Machine translation is an umbrella term that is used predominately for automatic
translations of written and spoken data from one natural language to another using computers, software and applications. It can be defined as a translation from one natural
language to another language through using the system of computers without the need
or reliability of human intervention [2, 3, 16]. The history of machine translation is very
old and it dates back to the 17th century. The idea of machine translation appeared four
hundred years ago [17]. It was not known as machine translation, instead, it was referred
to as mechanical translation. Descartes was the first one to suggest that language can
be represented throughout codes and words with various languages to give the same
meaning when translated. He indicated that it is the procedure of modern machine
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technologies to form codified rules of the natural language throughout the designed
machine. Moreover, Tong [18] asserts that the term automatic translation used instead
of the term machine translation as a common term. Furthermore, Somers [19] indicated
that, only after the Second World War, it was impossible to use stored program computers for the sake of language translation.
In spite of the increasing use of machine translation systems in different fields including the translation of academic articles, news, and even social media contents, there
is a very limited work on applying machine translation to literature [20, 21]. This may
be attributed to the figurative devices, idioms humor and irony [22, 23]. Different studies, thus, have been concerned with evaluating machine translation systems in relation
to literary texts including novels and poetry and similarly, different studies have been
concerned with evaluating the usability of machine translation systems of literature in
different languages. In their experimental study of machine translation systems of literature in Spanish and Catalan, Toral and Way [22] indicated that machine translation
systems can be advantageous in this regard. Thenceforth, they applied it to translate one
of his novels between two closely related languages (Spanish to Catalan). They discovered that for 20% of the sentences, the translations produced by the MT system and the
professional translators were identical. Moreover, it has been found that over 60% of
the sentences produced by using machine translation systems were of similar quality to
that of the professional translator. Similarly, Jones and Irvine [24] evaluated different
machine translation systems in translating French prose and poetry. They reported that
machine translation systems can be usefully used in literary translation. They concluded
that machine translation has respectable potentials for users in relation to literary translation. On the other hand, Besacier [25] indicates that machine translation systems are
not effective when it comes to literary texts. To evaluate the effectiveness of machine
translation systems of literature, he conducted a study examining the machine translation of a short story to be translated from English into French. He reported that different
lexical, syntactic, and structural features were made which had negative effects on the
quality of the translation. He also points out that certain cultural references were not of
consideration. Henceforth, he comes to the conclusion that machine translation systems
of literature are not reliable. This comes in agreement with Kelly and Zetzsche [26]
arguments that there are different problems and challenges associated with the machine
translation of literature which make it difficult for users to rely on machine translation
systems.
In spite of the extensive literature on the assessment of machine translation systems
in the Western languages and other languages, The literature indicates that very little
has been done, presently, in relation to evaluating machine translation systems of literature in Arabic and the implications of these applications to the EFL contexts. This
study addresses this gap in literature by evaluating the machine translation systems of
literary texts from English into Arabic.
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3

Methodology

In order to evaluate the machine translation of literary texts from English into Arabic,
two applications were used, namely, Google Translate and QTranslate. The rationale
is that the two systems are among the most widely used online translation services.
Google Translate is a free online application that can be used to translate texts, words
and sentences. It is characterised through its ability to translate for more than seventy
languages and is now one of the most widely used machine translation applications all
over the world. One problem with this application, however, is that it is limited by the
number of characters for every translation activity. QTranslate is also online free translator. However, it has the advantage of searching in online dictionaries and in offline
XDXF dictionaries.
The study is based on two prose fiction texts. The first is J. K. Rowling’s novel Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (1997). The second is Edgar Allan Poe’s short story
The Black Cat (1843). The two short stories were translated using Google Translate and
QTranalate and the machine translations were compared to human made translations.
The former is translated by Sahar Jabr Mahmoud (Mahmoud, 2002) and the latter is
translated by Khalda Said (Said, 1986).
Macrotextual methods were used to evaluate the automatic translations of Google
and QTranslate. These evaluation methods are concerned with evaluating the function,
purpose, and effect of the automatic translations. For convenience purposes, human
evaluation is used. The rationale is that manual evaluation is more reliable.

4

Analysis and Discussions

The findings indicate that both Google and QTranslate commit different errors.
These can be summarized as follows: (1) context and usage are usually ignored in machine translations, (2) decoding problems: In decoding, the main reasons are: (a) Languages may code information only partially, and (b) Languages may code information
at an arbitrarily long distance, (3) syntactic ambiguity, (4) semantic ambiguity, (5) lexical gaps, (6) discontinuous expressions, (7) pragmatic problems, (8) unknown words,
and (9) non-translated sentences.
In the following table, we will present the total errors when using Google and
QTranslate applications as well as the non-translated sentences concerning the translation of the two stories; The Black Cat story by Rowling’s novel Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone.
Lexical errors Structural errors Semantic and pragmatic Non-translated sentences
errors
Google
108
72
54
15
43.37%
28.91%
21.68%
6.20%
QTranslate
228
156
102
30
44.18%
30.23%
19.76%
15.81%
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As shown in the above table, Google application lexical errors (43.37%) while
QTranslate (44.18%). Also, the table explains that Google structural errors (28.91%)
while QTranslate (30.23%). Moreover, the graph shows that Google semantic and pragmatic errors (21.68%) while QTranslate (19.76%). Finally, concerning non-translated
sentences, the graph explains that Google non-translated sentences (6.20%) while
QTranslate (5.81%).
These errors have consequently negative impacts on the translation quality and reliability. One major problem with these translations is the lack of cohesion and coherence. This agrees with the Voigt and Jurafsky’s [27] argument that machine translation
systems cannot address issues of cohesion and coherence. It was also found that the
automatic translations have a lot of reference chains, thus, the incorporation of discourse features within sentence level is very important to apply machine translation to
the literary text. It was also clear that machine translation systems provide translations
without considering cultural and contextual factors, which are essential in literary translation. It was also discovered that linguistic peculiarities have a negative impact on the
effectiveness of automatic translations. In other words, translation systems compare
numerous collections of texts and draw translation rules from them. The flexibility of
word order within the Arabic language makes it difficult for translation systems to make
correct choices which has distinctive, negative impacts on the effectiveness of these
translations.
In spite of these errors, machine translation systems should not be underestimated or
rejected. This also does not mean or insinuate that translation technologies should be
disregarded in translation classes. The fact is that not all professional translators are
good literary translators. I mean literary translation is challenging for many human and
professional translators. So far, literary translation is not a job for which MT systems
have been designed.
The implication here is that translation students should be aware of these error types
of automatic translations. They should be taught that despite the usefulness of these
tools in some cases, their limitations should not be overlooked. Translation students
should be taught that translation technologies are certainly useful to some extent, however; post-editing of the automatic translations is important in order to address the translation errors usually made by the translation systems.

5

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is worth significantly highlighting that there is clearly a benefit to
both methodologies for translation, despite their shortcomings. Firstly, the use of machine translators provides a basic, if not, high, level of translation and furthermore,
postulates quite a formidable tool for use of translation in both prose and literature.
However, as we have seen through the use of in-depth analysis of the two aforementioned novels, there can be serious flaws to machine translation. Conversely, the use of
human intervention, specifically, in regard to translation, can provide, evidently, the
most accurate form of translation, with respect to correct translation of idioms, grammar
and colloquial understandings. However, as mentioned, this is highly dependent upon
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the individual translator and more significantly, the level of their abilities. Thus, it
makes it highly understandable, in the aim of accuracy and completeness, that the two
methodologies can be used hand in hand for the ultimate perfection. Nonetheless, the
individual use of both methods can be highly successful depending on the type of novel
or writing that is to be translated, for example, the more colloquial the documents, the
less likely a machine translator is to be able to translate accurately and with the utmost
reliability; as colloquialism and idioms have a tendency to not to follow the strict grammatical rules or the general structure, as in the standard language. Thus, in this instance
a human translation may be favoured. Accordingly, it would be apparent that the teachings of both machine translation and human translation are a necessity for both translation and the improvement, betterment and development of machine translation with the
aim of precision in reliability, coherence and cohesion.
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